Whether viewed from the vantage point of population, caseload, number of judges or number of states, the Ninth Circuit dwarfs all other federal circuits. The time for a split has come. Notwithstanding the best efforts of the conscientious judges and circuit executive staff, the Ninth Circuit is too big to function well, and justice suffers accordingly. Currently, Congress is considering various proposals to divide the circuit.

The Ninth Circuit needs more judges. The question, then, is whether to compound existing problems by adding more judges to a circuit that is already vastly disproportionate in size to every other regional circuit court, or to finally split the circuit.

The circuit’s incredible size has resulted in several serious problems, many arising from the use of a limited en banc system that is structurally flawed. Good intentions and hard work can’t change the circuit’s condition. A circuit split is necessary and appropriate; serious consideration should be given to placing California in a stand-alone circuit.

The Incredible Size of the Ninth Circuit

*Disproportionate population.*
In 1891, when six sparsely populated states were placed in the newly formed Ninth Circuit, the population of the entire country was only 64.4 million.1 Today, the Ninth Circuit has a population of 58 million. One-fifth of the nation’s population lives within the Ninth Circuit (Fig. 1). According to the 2000 census, Nevada and Arizona are the two fastest-growing states in the country, with increases in population of 66.3 percent and 40 percent respectively from 1990 to 2000.

*Disproportionate physical size.*
The Ninth Circuit is but one of the 12 federal circuits divided based on geography. Nevertheless, it consists of nine states, one territory and one commonwealth. No other circuit has nine states. Five circuits have only three states each. Almost 40
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The proposals to carve up the Ninth Circuit suffer from the same problem as carving up the annual turkey: No matter how you slice it, the result is less than the whole.

Breaking up the Court does not save money; it eats it up. It does not foster efficiency but rewards duplications. And it is not necessary in order to cope with an oversized workload or bench, because neither is oversized.

Most important, it retards the administration and delivery of justice, the serious and majestic purpose of our courts. Somehow in the tempest of pork barrels mixed with intransigent ideology—the two real drivers behind the breakup proposals—delivering justice has been pushed aside by the pettiest politics.

What the breakup would do is throw “brick and mortar” pork at Arizona, but at the expense of an efficient federal justice system for Arizona’s citizens. What it would do is isolate Arizona into a geographically stretched group of marginal states with marginal issues, to the obvious detriment of Arizona’s non-marginal issues. What it would do is separate Arizona from its closest economic neighbor, California, creating highly prejudicial barriers to the growth of Arizona’s industries and commerce.

Most alarming, what it would do is punish judges for decisions that deviate from positions advanced by a few of the extreme right’s elected officials. At its meanest, then, the breakup proposals are really a full-scale attack on judicial independence, fueled by the Pledge of Allegiance decision that infuriated Representative James Sensenbrenner, Chair of the House Judiciary Committee. Apparently, these bully tactics are designed to bring the states within the Ninth Circuit into line, giving them a taste of the lash for not following Sensenbrenner’s view of the law.

Arizona is a better state than that, and we
percent of the nation’s land mass is within the Ninth Circuit.

**Disproportionate number of judges.**
The Ninth Circuit is authorized 28 active circuit judges. The next-largest circuit has 17. Not counting the Ninth Circuit, the average circuit has 12.6 judges (Fig. 2).

In 1998, the Commission on Structural Alternatives for the Federal Courts of Appeal (“White Commission”) concluded that “the maximum number of judges for an effective appellate court functioning as a single decisional unit is somewhere between eleven and seventeen.” The Judicial Conference of the United States has requested seven additional active circuit judges for the Ninth Circuit.

The Ninth Circuit requires an extraordinary number of judges to function. As of December 2004, in addition to 28 authorized active circuit judgeships, the circuit had 23 senior circuit judges, 110 authorized active district judges, more than 50 senior district judges, 68 authorized bankruptcy judges, and 94 authorized full-time magistrate judges.

It has been estimated that a court of 50 circuit judges results in 19,600 different three-judge panels. This potential number of three-judge combinations does not include visiting judges who sit with the Ninth Circuit. The enormous number of panel combinations necessarily produces panel-driven results and causes individual circuit judges to go years before sitting with each of the other circuit judges.

**Disproportionate number of cases.**
The Ninth Circuit hears 23 percent of all federal circuit appeals. In 2004, 14,842 cases were filed in the Ninth Circuit, whereas 63,634 cases were filed in all circuits combined (Fig. 3). Between 2000 and 2004, the Ninth Circuit’s caseload has increased at a rate nearly 12 times faster than the average of the caseloads of all other circuits (Fig. 4). The Ninth Circuit decides so many cases that it is not realistically possible for the circuit judges to read all of the opinions issued by their own court.

**Disproportionate time in deciding cases.**
According to statistics maintained by the Administrative Office, as of December 2004, the Ninth Circuit is the second-slowest court in deciding cases. Only the Sixth Circuit, with its unique understaffing crisis, is slower. In the Ninth Circuit, the median time from notice of appeal to disposition is 14.3 months. The national average is 10.7 months.

The Incredible Size of the Ninth Circuit Has Necessitated the Use of an Incurably Flawed Limited En Banc Procedure

In every federal circuit except the Ninth Circuit, decisions by three-judge panels are reheard en banc by all active circuit judges. In 1978, Congress authorized circuit courts with more than 15 active circuit judges to hear cases en banc with fewer than all active circuit judges participating. In 1980, the Ninth Circuit became the first, and remains the only, circuit to adopt this limited en banc procedure. The Ninth Circuit alone hears cases en banc with only 11 active judges participating.

Former Chief Judge Richard Posner of the Seventh Circuit has referred to the Ninth Circuit’s use of a “bobtailed en banc procedure” as one of the most compelling reasons why a split is required. In 1998, Justice Sandra Day O’Connor wrote to the White Commission pointing out that limited en banc courts “cannot serve the purposes of en banc hearings as effectively as do the en banc panels consisting of all active judges that are used in other circuits.”

The Ninth Circuit experience with limited en banc hearings, as shown in this article, illustrates the irreparable flaws of limited en banc courts.

Less than full participation produces odd results.

In the limited en banc procedure of the Ninth Circuit, the 11-judge en banc court consists of 10 active circuit judges drawn to sit with the Chief Judge. Because a majority of active circuit judges drawn by lot hears Ninth Circuit cases en banc, it sometimes
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The problem of close en banc votes. Using the limited en banc procedure, a mere six or seven judges often speak for the entire court, thereby deciding cases affecting one-fifth of the population of the United States. In 1998, the White Commission stated, “Very few en banc decisions are closely divided, so it is unlikely a full-court en banc would produce different results.” However, since the Commission report was issued, one-third of the cases decided en banc by the Ninth Circuit have been by close votes. From 1999 to June 2005, 114 cases were reheard en banc, and 38 were decided by 6–5 or 7–4 votes. Even Ninth Circuit Judge Stephen Reinhardt, a split opponent, has conceded, “Occasionally, the en banc vote does not reflect the true sentiment of the majority of the court.”

Due to the high threshold for rehearings en banc, many deserving cases are denied rehearing. Because a majority of all active Ninth Circuit judges must vote for rehearing en banc, many cases are never reheard despite significant votes for rehearing. In 33 cases from 1999 to June 2005, en banc rehearings were denied despite at least five active circuit judges voting for rehearing. Since 2002, four cases were denied rehearing en banc despite at least 11 active circuit judges voting for rehearing. Newdow v. U.S. Congress, the Pledge of Allegiance case, which was decided by a 2–1 panel vote, was not reheard despite at least nine active judges (but less than a majority) voting for rehearing en banc. On any other circuit court, nine active circuit judges would constitute an absolute majority. Not insignificantly, the Supreme Court unanimously vacated the Newdow panel decision.

As a result of the unreasonable number of votes required, many of the most important cases recently decided by the Ninth Circuit were never reheard en banc. In addition to Newdow, cases involving Afghanistan prisoners held at Guantanamo Bay, the Oregon euthanasia law, medical marijuana and alleged spies suing the CIA for back pay were all decided by three-judge panels and never reviewed en banc.

This, in turn, has resulted in the Supreme Court acting as a de facto en banc court for the Ninth Circuit. Since the October 2000 Supreme Court term, at least 33 Ninth Circuit cases decided by three-judge panels were not reheard en banc but were unanimously reversed by the United States Supreme Court in written opinions. For these cases, the Supreme Court had to correct the panel’s errors—errors that should have been addressed by the Ninth Circuit en banc.

It is noteworthy that this year Rep. Mike Simpson (R–Idaho), in addition to introducing alternative proposals to split the Ninth Circuit, has proposed a bill (H.R. 1064) abolishing the limited en banc procedure. If H.R. 1064 is passed, all 28 active authorized Ninth Circuit judges will sit en banc.

That the Ninth Circuit Functions Badly Is Well Known
Disproportionate size might be overlooked in a circuit that is functioning well. As reflected previously, though, despite the valiant efforts of the Ninth Circuit judges and circuit staff, the Ninth Circuit is not. Prominent judges and legislators, from within and without the Ninth Circuit, have called for a split.

Four members of the U.S. Supreme Court have publicly communicated their belief that a circuit split is necessary. In 1998, Justices O’Connor (the Circuit Justice for the Ninth Circuit), Kennedy (a former Ninth Circuit judge), Scalia and Stevens wrote to the White Commission in support of splitting the Ninth Circuit. In addition, Chief Justice Rehnquist wrote to the commission to express his concern that the size and poor functioning of the circuit worked to erode public confidence in the judiciary.
Ninth Circuit judges publicly recognizing the necessity for splitting the circuit include Judges Diarmuid F. O’Scannlain, Andrew J. Kleinfeld, Richard C. Tallman, Joseph T. Sneed, Robert R. Beezer, Cynthia Holcomb Hall, Stephen Trott, Ferdinand F. Fernandez and Thomas G. Nelson. In addition, First Circuit Judge Bruce M. Selya, Senior Third Circuit Judge Ruggero J. Aldisert, Fifth Circuit Judge Jerry E. Smith, Seventh Circuit Judge Frank Easterbrook, and Eleventh Circuit Judge Gerald Bard Tjoflat all agree that a circuit split is warranted. In December 2003, Judge Posner said that the Ninth Circuit should be split, stating, “The Ninth Circuit is performing badly, a case reinforced by the impressions that almost everyone has who appears before the Ninth Circuit or reads its opinions.”

In April 2004, former District of Arizona Chief Judge William D. Browning (who served as one of the five members of the 1998 White Commission), former Chief District Judge Robert C. Broomfield (who testified against a split in 1998), and I wrote a joint letter to Congress. Judge Browning stated that if the choice is between adding new judges to the existing circuit or splitting the circuit, he now supports a split of the Ninth Circuit. Judge Broomfield (who has changed his view since his 1998 testimony) and I also expressed our support for a split of the circuit.

Senators and representatives from Ninth Circuit states have recognized that the circuit’s massive size poses significant problems. Citing the 13 percent increase in the circuit’s caseload from 2002 to 2003, Sen. Dianne Feinstein (D–Calif.) has acknowledged the need to take another look at the issue. On June 23, 2005, a two-way split of the Ninth Circuit was proposed (S. 1296) by Senators Ted Stevens (R–Alaska), Lisa Murkowski (R–Alaska), Jon Kyl (R–Ariz.), Larry Craig (R–Idaho), Mike Crapo (R–Idaho), Conrad Burns (R–Mont.), and Gordon Smith (R–Ore.). That same day, Sen. John Ensign (R–Nev.) proposed a three-way split (S. 1301), co-sponsored by Senators James Inhofe (R–Okla.), Tom Coburn (R–Okla.), John Cornyn (R–Texas), and Senators Craig and Crapo. Other prominent senators from states outside the Ninth Circuit who support a split include Senators Orrin Hatch (R–Utah) and Jeff Sessions (R–Ala.).

House Judiciary Committee Chairman James Sensenbrenner (R–Wis.) has repeatedly expressed his strong support for a split, stating, “The facts are clear: The Ninth is too big in so many ways.” Last October, the House of Representatives passed a bill to divide the Ninth Circuit. As mentioned previously, Representative Simpson has introduced multiple bills to split the circuit, including two in 2005, H.R. 211 and H.R. 212. Rep. Rick Renzi (R–Ariz.) also has led support for a split.

In addition, the U.S. Department of Justice, which opposed a split in 1998, this year announced support for a split, although it takes no position regarding reconfiguration.

The Only Workable Solution Is To Split the Ninth Circuit

One thing is certain—no more studies are needed.

Two congressionally created committees, spanning 25 years, studied whether the Ninth Circuit should be split. In 1973, the Commission on Revision of the Federal Court Appellate System (“Hruska Commission”) recommended that the Ninth Circuit be split. At that time, the circuit had 13 active circuit judges. In 1998, though the White Commission did not recommend an outright split, it did recommend that the circuit be subdivided into three semi-autonomous divisions. This rec-
ommodation was an attempt to implement the White Commission’s conclusion, mentioned previously, that the maximum number of judges for a decision-making unit is somewhere between 11 and 17. In the six years since the White Commission made its recommendation, nothing has been done to implement it. In fact, the recommendation was greeted with disapproval by the circuit when it was first announced.

How To Split the Circuit

Proposals under consideration—2005.

Congress is currently studying various configurations for a Ninth Circuit split. This is in keeping with its constitutional duty to create such lesser courts as it “may from time to time ordain and establish.” U.S. CONST. art. III, § 1.

S. 1301 and H.R. 211 would place Arizona, Nevada, Idaho and Montana in a new Twelfth Circuit; Oregon, Washington and Alaska in a new Thirteenth Circuit; and California, Hawaii, Guam and the Mariana Islands in the Ninth Circuit. The new Twelfth Circuit would approximate the caseload of the Tenth Circuit, with room to grow (Fig. 5).

H.R. 212 would keep Arizona and Nevada in the Ninth Circuit with California and move the other six states to a new Twelfth Circuit. This circuit, based on the heavy caseloads of Arizona, Nevada and California, would carry a staggering 82.9 percent of the current Ninth Circuit caseload (Fig. 5). This configuration would place the states with the first (California), second (Arizona), and fourth (Nevada) largest caseloads in the same circuit. What is currently a problem for nine states would become the problem of Arizona and Nevada. Furthermore, this would continue the woeful underrepresentation of Arizona and the other western states in the U.S. Judicial Conference (and most of its committees), where each circuit is represented.

A different two-way split, S. 1296, is cosponsored by seven senators from the Ninth Circuit. It would place Hawaii, Guam and the Northern Mariana Islands in the new Ninth Circuit along with California. The new Twelfth Circuit would be comprised of Arizona, Alaska, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Oregon and Washington.

Another proposal yet to be formally introduced but likely to gain attention is a two-way split with California as a stand-alone circuit. Creation of a new Twelfth Circuit from the remaining eight states deserves consideration. Although those states would span a considerable distance, that is a problem that already exists. Much more important, the caseload of this new Twelfth Circuit would be about average in relation to the other circuits. Its caseload would be larger than the First, Third, Seventh, Eighth, Tenth and District of Columbia Circuits (Fig. 5). Equally important, this new circuit would allow these states to be in a circuit with an en banc procedure that is the norm for the rest of the country (i.e., all active circuit judges sitting en banc).

California should be a stand-alone circuit.

Grouping Arizona in a new Ninth Circuit with California would certainly disfavor Arizona and would do nothing to evenly distribute the caseload. Dividing California among two circuits would be unprecedented and could cause various complications in interpretation of California state law. With a population of 36 million people, California has an economic, demographic and even ideological diversity unlike that of any other state. Only one other state has more than 20 million people (Texas, with 22.5 million). Even alone as its own circuit, California would become the largest circuit in the country (Figs. 5 & 6).

Cost is not a reason to avoid a split.

Notwithstanding the numerous incurable problems arising from the Ninth Circuit’s size, some split opponents suggest that federal appellate litigants must continue because it is too expensive to build new circuit headquarters. However, estimates quoted by split opponents include the costs associated with the creation of seven new judgeships, a necessary cost with or without a split.

In addition, the 230 N. First Avenue Federal Courthouse in Phoenix, currently housing the bankruptcy court and probation, has sufficient space to house the bankruptcy court, a new Circuit Executive’s Office, and all other necessary circuit operations, at least for the short term.

Conclusion

Objective information should be the guidepost for any discussion as to whether to split the circuit. There is no justification, historical or otherwise, for the Ninth Circuit to dwarf all of the other federal circuits while continuing to experience unlimited growth. This growth has been accompanied by numerous problems, some of which are irreparable. The effort to split the circuit is not an attack on judicial independence; it is an attempt to return to a federal judiciary that has regional circuits of reasonably comparable size, population and caseload. Split the Ninth Circuit. It’s time.
have a much better federal bench and bar than that. We deserve to continue the Ninth Circuit tradition of excellence that has served us very well from its inception rather than trade down for a marginal and marginalized court whose decisions would be dictated by loud but painfully narrow interests.

The Numbers
It is easy to get caught in the numbers game. Judge Roll’s article presents them in grids and tables and narratives. But as we all know, they can be manipulated to show just about anything. What would Judge Roll make of our state system, for example? We have 27 appellate judges and 111 trial court judges, without counting commissioners and justices of the peace, all of whom are administered by the state Supreme Court. Should we break it up as being unwieldy on the basis of numbers alone? Or should we do the obvious; use technology to manage cases and process with maximum efficiency and then enjoy the fruits of a vigorous and interesting docket that allows citizens to advance issues they deem important across the contiguous political bodies.

Ironically, the numbers from the proposed breakups of the Ninth Circuit only emphasize the waste and inequity that would result from any of the pending bills. The current proposals (a three-way split or a two-way split) yield fewer judges to carry the disproportionately heavy caseload in the remaining Ninth Circuit. Fox example, if the Ninth is split in two (S. 1296; H.R. 212), there would be 24 permanent judges and two temporary ones in the new Ninth, which would include California, Hawaii, Guam and the Northern Marianas. This new Ninth would have 74 percent of the judges, but 82 percent of the caseload, whereas the new Twelfth, with 14 judges and comprised of Alaska, Arizona, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Oregon and Washington, would have only 18 percent of the caseload but 26 percent of the judges.

In a three-way split (S. 1301), the resulting Ninth Circuit would have 60 percent of the judges and 71 percent of the caseload, whereas the new Twelfth Circuit in which Arizona would be placed, along with Idaho, Montana and Nevada, would have eight judgeships, 23 percent of the sitting judges, but only 17 percent of the caseload. And in that three-way split, the new Thirteenth Circuit would have three states, Alaska, Oregon and Washington, with 17 percent of the judgeships but only 12 percent of the workload.

Clearly, the splits do nothing to solve the workload that comes from having the nation’s largest population center, California, in the mix. And none of the splits would allow continuation of the current practice of assigning judges throughout the Ninth Circuit to manage workload surges and ebbs quickly and efficiently.

The proposals are not “new math” but bad math, and the resulting inequities would not be isolated to the new Ninth but rather would have a spillover effect to all the Courts. Justice delayed or unduly burdened in the Ninth Circuit automatically would affect Arizona no matter what circuit Arizona is plopped into because so much of Arizona’s commerce and interaction is with California. Separating ourselves artificially from the dominant player does not eliminate the dominant player, but just puts Arizona in a very back room.

The Current Ninth Circuit Is Not Too Big
I assess success in terms of goals. Therefore, before deciding if any circuit is “too big,” it is reasonable to ask, “Too big for what?” My answer tracks as follows:

Q: What is the purpose of the Ninth Circuit?
A: To deliver justice.

Q: What is the relationship of size to accomplishing that purpose?
A: None has ever been shown.

That is the fact. There is not a whit of evidence showing that the Ninth Circuit’s size is a negative in terms of the circuit’s purpose. Even the “White Commission” to which Judge Roll refers repeatedly concluded that size itself is not a critical factor in appellate delay.

The experience around the nation confirms the White Commission finding. All circuits have grown, and will continue to grow, to accommodate population. In fact, since 1960, when no circuit had more than nine judgeships, only the First Circuit remains in single digits. Would Judge Roll pick an arbitrary number of judges and then require a split, regardless of facts and circumstances arguing otherwise? Or would he eschew an automatic indicator in favor of an assessment based on function and purpose, and be open to having the facts demonstrate that “size by itself is not critical.”

Although size itself is not the problem, it certainly can be the solution. In the case of the existing Ninth Circuit, and to the annoyance of its critics, its size has allowed it to become a model of efficiency.

The numbers show that the Ninth Circuit is the fastest circuit in the nation in the time taken to decide cases after submission. The implementation of new case management techniques have decreased the time from last briefing to oral argument by 50 percent since 2001. In fact, splitting the Ninth Circuit would increase delay by curtailing or eliminating innovative programs that are too expensive to duplicate in one or two new circuits.

For example, the remarkable body of experienced staff attorneys in the Ninth Circuit slices delays like a team of judicious Samurai. Last year alone, staff attorneys prepared 1,421 habeas petitioners’ requests for a Certificate of Appealability, 89 percent of which were denied by panels, terminating 1,265 cases at that stage. Staff attorneys also presented 2,182 merits cases to screening panels, resulting in termination of another 2,029 appeals. To put this sort of efficiency in perspective, the District of Columbia Circuit terminated only 1,155 cases and the First Circuit only 1,643 during the same time period.

The training, experience, tools and resources available from this cadre of experts are far too expensive to duplicate in a split circuit. They demonstrate continuing efficiencies that come from consolidation, as seen in the work of the staff attorney teams, along with the:

• Appellate Commissioner, who resolved 1,125 Criminal Justice Act fee vouchers and heard 4,062 substantive motions;
• Circuit Mediator, who settled 881 appeals out of 977 referred to it, a 90 percent success rate, more than 50 percent greater than any other circuit;
• Bankruptcy Appellate Panel, which resolved 615 appeals; and
• Case Batching, a system that inventories cases by issues, tracking them to
reduce the chance of inconsistent decisions and to leverage precedents.

Among the advantages of the current Ninth Circuit configuration that is crucial to Arizona is the fact that it provides a single body of law for the Pacific Rim economic area, which includes Mexico. That benefit is lost if the circuit is split.

What accompanies a circuit split? Forum shopping, competing or multiple legal teams representing businesses involved in more than one circuit, intercircuit conflict over questions that cover the territory of the new circuits. All of this would drive business away and harm the nation’s economy, not just that of Arizona and the West.

Finally, in terms of managing size, I sometimes wonder if sitting judges have any idea what has happened to the world of lawyering since they took the bench. To call a system of 28 judges “huge” when so many law firms are bigger than that, and many have staffs in excess of 1,000 people, with multiple locations around the globe, suggests a parochial view of management entirely out of sync with what successful law firms, and the successful businesses they represent, cope with every day. Globally, business leaders constantly seek to consolidate and grow through acquisitions precisely because size allows them to leverage “back room” operations: technology, staff, budgeting, space and infrastructure. That is the model of the Ninth Circuit, and the model of the future.

Any Split Will Break the Bank

Although Judge Roll is in error in calling the Ninth Circuit “huge,” he would be correct in calling the cost of creating a new circuit not just huge but COLOSSOLY GIGANTIC. The estimated cost of creating even one new circuit (and most suggestions end up with two new circuits, so you can double these numbers) is $100 million to $125 million dollars, with an additional $20 million a year in added administrative costs.

The logistics themselves are daunting. Although currently everyone is willing, even happy, to “leave their heart in San Francisco” in order to attend an oral argument, in one proposal, the seat of Arizona’s circuit would be Missoula. People have left parkas and sled dogs in Missoula, but few hearts. In another it is Portland, a place not
obviously linked to the federal issues in Arizona. In another, Phoenix becomes the new circuit head, in a gerrymandered jurisdiction whose only commonality seems to be that all states include the letter “A.”

The waste of existing resources is just as stunning. For example, the Sandra Day O’Connor Federal Court building, just built, is instantly too small. If the current non-Arizona Ninth Circuit judges vacated it tomorrow, any proposed new circuit into which Arizona would be dropped would be too big to fit, even without its administrative staff. And of course new circuit court headquarters would have to be built in Portland and Missoula, and perhaps Seattle, at equally staggering expense. Leaving aside the capital investment, transition costs alone would destroy the budgets for the old and new circuits for the next decade.

At a time when we are feeling federal deficits acutely in many critical areas, wondering how we can fund social security or ensure basic medical care for our aging population and also fund a war that is so expensive we cannot provide armored vehicles for our soldiers, throwing buckets of money to appease disgruntled ideologues seems not just short-sighted, but callous.

On a more operational level, there would be no judicial salary increases at any level of the federal system, no funds to keep pace with technological efficiencies, and no funds to make the current courthouses more secure for litigants, attorneys and judges even in the face of increasing violent attacks.

What Do the Judges on the Ninth Circuit and Other Interested Parties Think?
The judges on the Ninth Circuit oppose the division overwhelmingly. Only three of the 24 sitting jurists have voted in favor of the division. All of the Chief Judges for the last 50 years (that’s how long this political beast has been rearing its head) have opposed it. Every State Bar in the circuit opposes it. Every Federal Bar in the circuit opposes it. All the large specialty and county bars I contacted in preparing this article oppose it, including the Los Angeles County Bar, San Diego Bar, Seattle Bar and San Francisco Bar. A slew of op-ed opinions oppose it, including the Sacramento Bee, the Seattle Post-Intelligencer, the Los Angeles Times and the New York Times.

Perhaps the White Commission, chaired by a Supreme Court Justice and composed of people deeply involved in the federal courts, said it best in 1998: “There is still no persuasive evidence that the Ninth Circuit (or any other circuit, for that matter) is not working effectively, or that creating new circuits will improve the administration of justice in any circuit or overall.”

The En Banc Process Is Flexible and Effective
Critics claim that only 11 of the 28 authorized circuit judgeships sit on the limited en banc courts, hence as few as six judges can decide the law of the circuit. What is not widely understood is that all judges of the court participate in the discussion about whether a case should go en banc, and that by statute, it requires the majority vote of active judges for a case to go en banc. The views of all judges are well articulated before the voting begins.

A recent study showed that 33 percent of the en banc decisions were unanimous, and 75 percent of the decisions were rendered by a majority vote of 8 out of the 11 members of the en banc court. More important, only between 20 to 25 cases are taken en banc each year, a fraction of the more than 4,500 cases that are decided on the merits.

It also bears noting that two judges of a three-judge panel bind a circuit in the usual course of decision-making. No critic of the Ninth Circuit is suggesting that rule, ubiquitous in the federal circuits, should be changed.

Furthermore, it is a rule of court that sets the number of judges to serve on the limited en banc court. If it chooses to do so, the court can increase that number through its rulemaking process. Statutory changes are not required. In fact, the court has the issue on its agenda to review precisely to ensure that the court’s current rules best serve its constituents.

The existing rules do permit a full court en banc; it has never happened because the judges of the court have accepted the decisions of the limited en banc court and chose not to challenge them further.

So What’s This All About, Alfie?
The facts show that there is no identified problem in the administration of the circuit or in its ability to deliver judicial services in a fair, timely and responsive manner. Because the stated motivation is a ruse, it is important to know what is really happening. The driver behind the current attacks to break up the circuit is politics—small and mean politics.

This time the main driver is Representative Sensenbrenner, the Chair of the very powerful House Judiciary Committee. Sensenbrenner took the Ninth Circuit “Pledge of Allegiance” case as a personal affront. He has stated again and again that he will use his personal power in Congress to block “any federal court appointments,” not just those in the Ninth Circuit, until the Ninth Circuit is nuked.

He is bold in his agenda. He is all about revenge. In fact, he has expressed remorse that he cannot more directly retaliate against those sitting judges whose opinions do not track his. At an address at Stanford University in May, Sensenbrenner stated that “Judges should be punished in some capacity for behavior that does not rise to the level of impeachable conduct” and added that judges should remember that “tinkering with [federal] court jurisdiction” is an option available to Congress. He did not bother to cast even a thin veil over that threat.

Unfortunately, Sensenbrenner is not alone. In a remarkably candid comment that peels this very political onion to its odiferous core, Sen. Lisa Murkowski (R–Alaska) told us all what really bothers the critics of this Circuit. “You’ve got a circuit that is spending 85 percent of its time working on immigration stuff, and here comes an issue related to Alaska land and it’s [sic] arcane law that they have not had an opportunity to study.” Leaving aside the obvious pro-industry bias of her remarks when the federal court should be, above all, objective, and leaving aside the belittling of one of the nation’s most perplexing social and legal issues, immigration, she suggests that the Ninth Circuit does not have time to pay attention to its work.

Insulting. And untrue.

Instant communication, automated case management systems, computer-aided legal research, scaleable staffing models, professional cadre of staff attorneys, issue tracking programs that allow all judges to know all other cases or decisions within the circuit
dealing with the same or similar issues, video-conferencing: all keep the court on top of its own cases and the law in other circuits. If one doubts the skill with which information is disseminated not only internally but to the public, take a look at the Ninth Circuit Web site (www.ce9.uscourts.gov), a model of “consumer-friendly” information with links to opinions and substantive law introductions.

Senator Murkowski, you have not a shred of evidence that the Ninth Circuit is dilatory in its decisions or that it is not thoroughly educated about the facts and record of the cases it decides.

No Matter What Congress Does, There Will Still Be a California

Without being too cheeky, what the advocates of splitting the Ninth Circuit really want to do, in descending order of preference, is: (a) Make California go away entirely; (b) Divide it so that its dominance is diluted; (c) Isolate it so that no one else “catches” its profile of dynamism and controversy, or its “blueness.”

The primary goal of the proposals, whether two- or three-way splits, is to eliminate California from the political and legal lexicon because it is “too big, too liberal and too messy” for the current conservative ideologues to accept.

These assumptions hold less water than a Phoenix jogger in mid-July.

First, the Ninth Circuit is not a liberal bastion out of touch with the rest of the country, and the Supreme Court statistics prove it.

In 2005, the Ninth Circuit took in 15,392 cases. In 1,007 of those cases, 6.5 percent, the losing side sought Supreme Court review. A total of 94.5 percent of those who lost their appeal chose not to ask the high court to reverse. Of those who did seek review, the Supreme Court granted it in 19 cases, or 1.9 percent. Because it only takes four votes to accept review, the Supreme Court’s review rate is itself a statement of agreement with the vast majority of the Ninth Circuit’s work.

Finally, the Supreme Court reversed the Ninth in 16 cases, or 1/10th of 1 percent of the Ninth’s annual caseload. And even if you focus solely on the 1,007 cases in which review was sought, the “reversal”
rate is about 1.5 percent, meaning that even in the eyes of litigants and the Supreme Court, the Ninth Circuit got it “right” 98.5 percent of the time. Nothing about that profile sounds like a court isolated from the mainstream.

Liberals, whatever that may mean, do not dominate the Ninth Circuit. There are 11 active judges sitting on the court in California, one of whom is originally from Washington state. Three were appointed by Republican presidents. Neither the six non-Republicans nor the three Republicans share a uniform political ideology. In fact, the “Pledge of Allegiance” decision was authored by a Nixon appointee and not overturned but vacated on a procedural point, not the merits. As many a President has found, party affiliation by itself is no predictor of judicial philosophy.

Second, to the extent Representative Sensenbrenner wishes to nudge the Court in a particular direction, his best chance is not in nuking it but in filling its seats. There are currently four vacancies on the Ninth Circuit. Filling them gives this Administration great influence over the Circuit, whereas splitting it would diffuse that same influence. This simple and obvious response, of course, would actually solve the problem.

Alas, keeping the Ninth Circuit as a whipping post serves the true political interests of its critics, and so Sensenbrenner chooses to block the very appointments that could solve his “problem.” His failure to do his part in delivering judicial services costs the citizenry, of course. No regular taxpayers in the Ninth Circuit need or want his artificial controversy.

And What About Judicial Independence? These attacks are not just silly political games that justify our national devotion to Jon Stewart’s take on the nation’s leaders. Unfortunately, Sensenbrenner and Murkowski’s chilling statements are shockingly at odds with a bedrock of our freedoms—a truly independent judiciary. Re-arranging and eliminating judges to punish and isolate those who disagree with an elected official is the stuff of banana republics. They are not the stuff of a democracy founded on free speech and a tripartite system of checks and balances.

Our federal courts are the forum for citizens to bring federal legal disputes to conclusion, guided by judges or justices who enjoy lifetime tenure and whose primary role is to protect the citizenry from government excesses by holding the line on constitutional protections. They also have more mundane tasks, but at their most regal they are the thin but powerful protectors we citizens have against unbindered legislative and executive powers.

The White Commission, oft-quoted by Judge Roll, agreed wholesly with this truism:

There is one principle that we regard as indubitable: It is wrong to realign circuits (or not realign them) and to restructure courts (or leave them alone) because of particular judicial decisions of particular judges. This rule must be faithfully honored for the independence of the judiciary is of constitutional dimension and requires no less.

Seen in this light, the inclusion of

---
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California, that diverse and colorful neighbor, in our circuit is not a negative, but a benefit. When we are aligned with California, we run with the big dogs: tackling hard issues, examining the next generation of legal questions, enjoying the rich library of precedents, arguing before a most experienced and learned bench. How could we not embrace the heady mixture of scholarship and social dynamism that California brings to the judicial table? Do we really think that Arizona is better served by passing up that intellectual banquet in favor of a light snack in Boise? And surely Idaho would feel the same about us if its federal appellate sweep were limited to just a few small states whose commonality is elusive at best.

Conclusion

True or False:
- The Ninth Circuit has more judges than other circuits.
- The Ninth Circuit has more territory than other circuits.
- The Ninth Circuit has more people than other circuits.
- The Ninth Circuit has California.

... Therefore, we must break up the Ninth Circuit.

If this were a question on the LSAT, few if any would miss the slip in logic. Obviously, breaking up the Ninth Circuit is a solution in search of a problem. If that were all, Judge Roll and I could agree to disagree. But this is a very, very dangerous search. As lawyers especially trained in understanding the precious role an independent judiciary has in our justice system, I think that we must respond. I think that it is our job to reject the expedient political insur- 
genence being made on the Ninth Circuit in favor of retaining a system that works for Arizona, for the communal good of the West, and for the constitutional mandate that separates the powers of the three branches of our government. Nothing less is at stake here, and I hope and trust that we will answer that important call by rejecting the “nuclear option” of destroying our Ninth Circuit, especially when there is no war.